More than half a century ago it has been discovered that superconductivity (SC) and antiferromagnetism (AFM) can coexist in one compound, but new reports continue to appear describing this uncommon fusion of properties. This phenomenon can be observed most often in cuprates, iron-based pnictides and chalcogenides, and in a number of heavy fermion materials. Recently, SC and magnetic order were discovered in several half-Heusler compounds containing rare earths[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4]. This group consists of compounds crystallizing in the non-centrosymmetric MgAgAs-type structure. Excitingly, in some half-Heusler phases containing heavy elements (i.e. with strong spin-orbit coupling) an inversion of Γ~8~ and Γ~6~ bands occurs[@b5][@b6], which is the necessary condition for non-trivial *Z*~2~ topology[@b7][@b8]. Therefore half-Heusler phases are promising materials due to coexistence and interplay of AFM, SC and potential topological properties.

Rapidly expanding group of Dirac materials is characterized by low--energy electron behavior described by the relativistic Dirac equation[@b9]. New quantum states of matter such as topological semimetals, also called Dirac semimetals, have been identified later than other Dirac materials and were studied to lesser degree. Similarly to topological insulators, 3D Dirac semimetals have inverted-band electronic structures but the difference between them is that the conduction and valence bands of Dirac semimetals contact only at so-called Dirac points, whereas topological insulators have bulk band gap in 3D momentum-space. Moreover topological semimetals host linear dispersions in all directions around Dirac nodes[@b10]. Such unusual properties of electron bands make materials of this class 3D-analogues of graphene and surface of topological insulators, both with linear band dispersions in 2D momentum-plane[@b7][@b8][@b11]. Besides, topological semimetals possess 'topologically protected' surface states containing Fermi arcs, that were theoretically predicted on the example of pyrochlore iridates[@b12] and proved experimentally on Cd~2~As~3~ single crystals[@b13].

It has recently been proposed, based on *ab initio* electronic structure calculations, that half-Heusler HoPdBi can be a topological semimetal[@b4]. The first investigations of *RE*PdBi systems pertained to magnetic and transport properties and were performed on polycrystalline samples[@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17]. Almost all of them showed antiferromagnetic ordering at low temperatures and electrical transport measurements revealed a semimetallic or narrow-band-semiconducting nature.

The next stage of the research on half-Heusler phases has been associated with findings of the band inversion in some of them[@b5][@b6][@b18][@b19]. Observation of SC in some representatives of this family: LaPtBi (*T*~c~ = 0.9 K)[@b20], LuPtBi (1.0 K)[@b21], YPtBi (0.77 K)[@b22][@b23], and LuPdBi (1.7--1.9 K)[@b24][@b25], further increased the interest in their physics, because the simultaneous observation of topological surface states and SC lays the groundwork for realization of Majorana fermion states on the surface of topological superconductors[@b26].

The discovery of AFM in HoPdBi has opened a possibility of it being an antiferromagnetic topological insulator (AFTI)[@b15]. A theory of AFTI was proposed by Mong *et al.*[@b27], decribing how the time-reversal symmetry and the primitive-lattice translational symmetry are broken by magnetic ordering, whereas the symmetry being their product is retained. Magnetic structure with the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) propagation vector is required for the occurence of topological states in a half-Heusler antiferromagnet. Such propagation vector has been determined for another antiferromagnetic half-Heusler compound GdPtBi[@b28].

Here we report on magnetic, electrical transport, specific heat and neutron diffraction measurements performed on single crystals of HoPdBi. Comparison to data very recently reported in refs [@b3],[@b4] is made as well. Our results provide solid evidence for magnetic order at 1.9 K and superconductivity at 0.7 K.

Results
=======

Electrical resistivity
----------------------

Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of HoPdBi is depicted in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. At room temperature *ρ* = 1.0 mΩcm and increases with decreasing *T* until it reaches 2.5 mΩcm value at *T* = 40 K, from that point the sample demonstrates metallic-like behavior that is the resistivity decreases with temperature decreasing. The shape of *ρ*(*T*) curve for HoPdBi is similar to those for other half-Heusler compounds containing rare earths[@b1][@b3][@b4][@b16][@b25][@b29]. Following the method we have applied before for LuPdBi, a nonmagnetic analogue of HoPdBi, we fitted the conductivity plotted versus temperature with a sum of two functions, *σ*~m~ and *σ*~s~, corresponding to two independent channels of charge transport: metallic- and semiconducting-like, respectively[@b25]. We defined the former term as *σ*~m~(*T*) = (*ρ*~0~ + *bT*^2^ + *cT*)^−1^, where *ρ*~0~ is the residual resistivity due to scattering on structural defects, *bT*^2^ represents electron-electron scattering processes, while *cT* accounts for scattering on phonons. Contribution of the semiconducting channel was written as *σ*~s~(*T*) = *σ*~0~exp(*E*~*g*~/2*k*~B~*T*), where *E*~*g*~ is an energy gap between valence and conduction bands. Considering the effect of strong crystal electric field (CEF) for holmium, we added to both *σ*~m~ and *σ*~s~ additional contributions, proportional (in terms of the resistivity) to cosh(Δ/*T*)^−2^. Such a phenomenological description of the resistivity resulting from scattering on CEF levels of 4*f*-electrons has been proposed in ref. [@b30] and is in perfect agreement with quantum-mechanical calculations of Hessel Andersen *et al.*[@b31]. Finally, *σ*~m~(*T*) = (*ρ*~0~ + *bT*^2^ + *cT* + *p*~m~cosh(Δ/*T*)^−2^)^−1^ and (*p*~m~ and *p*~s~ represent contributions of CEF effect to *σ*~m~ and *σ*~s~, respectively). Fitting *σ*(*T*) = *σ*~s~(*T*) + *σ*~m~(*T*) to the experimental data of HoPdBi in the temperature interval from 5 K to 300 K, yielded the parameters: *σ*~0~ = 2.4 mΩ^−1^ cm^−1^, *E*~*g*~ = 64 meV, *ρ*~0~ = 1.77 mΩcm and Δ = 10 K. Parameters *b, c* and *p*~s~ given by the fit were all virtually zero, meaning that CEF effect brings significant contribution only to *σ*~m~ and that electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering are both negligibly small compared to magnetic scattering on CEF levels. The value of *E*~*g*~ is similar to the values reported for other *RE*PdBi phases[@b1][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b25].

Position of broad maximum in the *ρ*(*T*) dependence (≈40 K) is almost the same as for HoPdBi single crystals studied by Nakajima *et al.*[@b3] but differs from ≈75 K reported by Nikitin *et al.*[@b4]. In wide temperature range, from 300 K to 2 K, behavior of the resistivity of our single crystals is also more similar to that reported in ref. [@b3] than to that of ref. [@b4]. Values of *ρ* of our single crystals are the largest amongst hitherto reported for HoPdBi[@b3][@b4][@b16], which seems to indicate that their semiconducting bulk has the largest gap among all studied specimens, which can be attributed to the smallest content of parasitic bulk metallic phases.

When our sample was cooled below 2 K a sharp decline of its resistivity was observed - within 1 K interval it dropped by half (see the inset of [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior seems to be a consequence of antiferromagnetic ordering that sets in at *T* ≈ 1.95 K[@b3][@b4]. We observed also a narrow plateau of *ρ*(*T*) between 1.2 and 0.8 K - in contrast to other reports[@b3][@b4], where decrease of *ρ*(*T*) towards zero (starting at *T* ≈ 1.4 K and at *T* ≈ 2.3 K, respectively) was continuous and smooth. Upon further cooling, the resistivity of our sample continued to decrease and at *T* = 0.67 K reached zero, indicating the emergence of superconductivity (see the inset of [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Nakajima *et al.* in ref. [@b3] reported on zero resistivity at ≈0.7 K, very close to our result, but superconducting transition they described was rather wide, similar to the transition reported in ref. [@b4], with the important difference that in the latter study *ρ* attained the zero value already at *T* ≈ 1.6 K.

Magnetic properties
-------------------

Behavior of the low temperature dependence of real part of AC magnetic susceptibility, *χ*′~*AC*~(*T*), ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) affirms superconducting phase transition in HoPdBi, as a keen reduction of *χ*′~*AC*~ appears below *T* = 0.8 K. Application of the magnetic field, *B*, of 1 mT shifts *T*~*c*~ down by 0.1 K. In parallel, temperature dependence of DC magnetic susceptibility, taken in 7 mT ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), down to 0.5 K, does not show any anomaly that might correspond to *T*~*c*~. There is a sharp peak at *T* ≈ 1.95 K, indicating antiferromagnetic ordering, in a perfect agreement with data reported previously[@b3][@b4][@b16].

The inset of [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows a field dependence of the magnetization, *M*, measured at *T* = 1.75 K, in increasing and decreasing magnetic field. At low magnetic fields *M* grows linearly, but at stronger fields *M*(*B*) undergoes a flexure (around *B* ≈ 3 T) and tends to saturation. The magnetic moment measured at *B* = 5 T equals 6.9 *μ*~*B*~ per holmium atom. This value is significantly smaller than theoretical one for free Ho^3+^ ion (*g* ⋅ *J* = 5/4 ⋅ 8 = 10 *μ*~*B*~). Such difference is most likely due to splitting of ground multiplet in a cubic crystal field potential, which also has an impact on the electrical resistivity (see above) and the specific heat behavior (described below). The *M*(*B*) isotherm does not show any hysteresis nor remanence. There is no visible sign of metamagnetic transition.

Specific heat
-------------

The temperature dependence of the specific heat, *C*(*T*), of HoPdBi in zero magnetic field is displayed in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. It shows a *λ*-shaped anomaly near *T*~N~ = 1.9 K that can be ascribed to the antiferromagnetic phase transition, yet no singularity could be discerned at the critical temperature *T*~c~ = 0.7 K. In the inset to [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} we present the effect of applied magnetic field on the AFM phase transition. Magnetic field of 1 T has little influence on *T*~N~ but the 2 T field shifts down the transition temperature to ≈1.6 K. At 3 T a small hump on the *C*(*T*) curve is still noticeable at about *T* = 1 K, most likely reflecting the AFM phase transition. The *T*~N~(*B*) behavior observed here agrees perfectly with phase diagram presented in ref. [@b4].

In addition to the distinct anomaly at *T*~N~, the *C*(*T*) curve exhibits two other features, namely an upturn below about 0.6 K, and a hump near 15 K. The former effect most likely results from nuclear hyperfine interactions, which are very strong in holmium. Similar nuclear Schottky anomaly was observed in pure holmium[@b32] and in Ho-bearing materials, e.g. borocarbides[@b33]. For HoPdBi the low temperature upturn in *C*(*T*) was reported also by Nakajima *et al.*[@b3]. It is worth noting that our results clearly show that the upturn position is insensitive to magnetic field of up to 3 T, indicating that the nuclear magnetic moment of holmium is very stable.

In turn, the shoulder of *C*(*T*) around 15 K seems to be the Schottky anomaly arising from the splitting of the ground-state multiplet of Ho^3+^ due to crystalline electric field. Very similar hump in the specific heat of HoPdBi has been observed by Nikitin *et al.*[@b4]. Assuming that the phonon contribution to the specific heat of HoPdBi is equal to that in the isostructural nonmagnetic bismuthide LuPdBi, the magnetic contribution to the specific heat of HoPdBi was calculated as Δ*C*~magn~ = *C*^HoPdBi^ − *C*^LuPdBi^, where the data of LuPdBi were those presented in ref. [@b25]. The resulting Δ*C*~magn~(*T*) data are shown in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. At temperatures above 6 K they can be very well fitted with the Schottky formula:

where *R* is the gas constant, Δ~*i*~ is the energy of separate crystal field level and *g*~*i*~ is its degeneracy[@b34]. In the case of cubic crystal field potential, the ground multiplet ^5^*I*~8~ of Ho^3+^ ion splits into four magnetic triplets (two Γ~5~ and two Γ~4~), two non-magnetic doublets (Γ~3~) and one non-magnetic singlet (Γ~1~)[@b35]. The CEF scheme derived for HoPdBi by fitting Eq. [1](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is shown in the inset to [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The electronic ground state in HoPdBi is triplet , the first excited state is a doublet, located at Δ~1~ = 22 K, while the highest level at Δ~5~ = 216 K is a pseudodegenerate state consisting of and states. Remarkably, a similar CEF splitting scheme was established before by means of inelastic neutron scattering for a closely related compound HoNiSb[@b36].

Neutron diffraction
-------------------

Neutron diffraction on our HoPdBi single crystal confirms the antiferromagnetic order below 1.9 K. We performed measurements below and above *T*~N~ and observed additional reflections on diffraction pattern at *T* = 1.6 K which were not present at temperatures higher than *T*~N~. As an example in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} we show differential intensity map resulting from subtraction of experimental data collected at *T* = 6 K from those collected at *T* = 1.6 K. Positions of obtained reflections clearly indicate the propagation vector (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) prerequisite for AFTI state proposed by the theory of Mong *et al.*[@b27]. Very recently such a structure has been suggested, based on neutron diffraction on polycrystalline sample of HoPdBi, but without any data presented[@b3].

Magnetoresistance
-----------------

The transverse magnetoresistance, *MR* = \[*ρ*(*B*) − *ρ*(0)\]/*ρ*(0), measured at several temperatures in the paramagnetic state is plotted versus magnetic field in [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The curves have unusual shapes, quite different from those predicted by classical theory of *MR*. At temperatures from 2.5 to 10 K *MR*(*B*) curves differ very little, *MR* quickly increases with increasing magnetic field and reaches a maximum of 9% at ≈0.5 T. Such sharp increments of resistivity at low magnetic field may originate from a weak antilocalization (WAL) effect, which appears when probability of electrons to become localized is reduced as a result of destructive interference of electron wave function. Previously WAL was observed in different topological states of matter, in topological insulators[@b37] and Weyl semimetals[@b38]. The Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) theory[@b39] is considered the most suitable for describing systems in which 2D WAL appears. We also applied that theory to our system, by fitting the sheet conductivity with the HLN formula:

where the prefactor *α* is accountable for the mechanism of localization, *L*~*φ*~ is the phase coherence length (see [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and *ψ* is digamma function. For *T* = 10 K we obtained *L*~*φ*~ = 98 nm and *α* of the order of 10^4^. Probably, such big value of *α* (compared to 1/2 expected for a 2D system) is brought about by bulk and side wall conductivity[@b24][@b25][@b40]. Prefactor *α* is almost independent of temperature, that indicates robustness of surface states. In turn, *L*~*φ*~ decreases monotonously with increasing temperature from 115 nm at 2.5 K to 70 nm at 100 K (see inset to [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), this behavior of *L*~*φ*~(*T*) is similar to that observed for LuPdBi[@b25].

At higher magnetic fields *MR* decreases monotonously, passing through zero at ≈1.7 T, and attaining negative values of ≈−50% in fields above 6 T, where its decreasing becomes significantly slower but continues without saturation with the magnetic fields increasing up to 9 T.

At 50 K the initial slope of *MR*(*B*) is similar to that at 10 K, but *MR* continues increasing in fields above 0.5 T, to reach a maximum of 22% at *B* = 2 T. Subsequent decreasing of *MR* leads to zero value at *B* = 7 T and −10% at 9 T. From *T* = 150 K up to room temperature *MR* is positive. At *T* = 300 K and magnetic field of 9 T, *MR* = 24%. Overall behavior of *MR* is correlated with behavior of the resistivity, namely at temperatures below the broad maximum in *ρ*(*T*) *MR* is dominated by negative component, at 50 K the positive component starts to overcome the negative one, and at higher temperatures *MR* becomes positive.

Such unusual and complicated behavior of transverse *MR* has never been observed before for rare earth palladium bismuthides. Negative *MR* has been reported for polycrystalline samples of other antiferromagnetic *RE*PdBi (*RE* = Nd, Gd, Dy, Er) but, unlike our data, it was negative in the whole range of magnetic field[@b14]. Gofryk *et al.* observed qualitatively similar but much less pronounced shape of *MR* isotherms in ErPdSb[@b41]. On the other hand, very similar *MR*(*B*) curves have been reported for a heavy-fermion compound YbPtBi[@b42]. Although the low-field maximum was not present, already at field of 4 T the transverse *MR* ≈ −50% was attained. Furthermore, very similar transverse *MR* curves have been observed in uniaxially compressed single crystals of HgTe (with *MR* ≈ −40%)[@b43] and in single crystalline Bi~2~Se~3~ under hydrostatic pressure (*MR* ≈ −10%)[@b44]. Authors of ref. [@b43] have attributed such *MR*(*B*) behavior to the increase of the electron population of the ground Landau level with increasing magnetic field resulting in closing a small (2--3 meV) gap between conduction and valence bands. That does not seem adequate for HoPdBi with the estimated gap of 64 meV (see the discussion of *ρ*(*T*) above). Recently, a theory of transversal *MR* in Weyl semimetals was proposed[@b45], showing that the presence of 'short-range' point-like (non-Coulomb) impurities may cause *MR* to reach a maximum and subsequently decrease with magnetic field increasing. However, position of *MR*(*B*) maximum is scaled by *T*^2^ in that theory, whereas in case of HoPdBi maximum hardly moves with 2.5 ≤ *T* ≤ 10.

A decrease of *MR* upon increasing magnetic field might also be attributed to antiferromagnetic fluctuations but it is rather unlikely to observe such effect even at *T* = 50 K -- significantly higher than *T*~N~. The *MR*(*B*) behavior nearly identical to that of HoPdBi has been reported for a similar half-Heusler phase HoNiSb (semiconductor with a gap of 61 meV)[@b46]. Authors of that article have attributed strong negative *MR* at higher fields to the reduction of spin-disorder scattering due to the alignment of moments. Such model seems reasonable also for HoPdBi and, together with WAL effect causing positive *MR* at low fields, would explain complicated *MR*(*B*) curve in the whole range of fields covered by our measurements. We fitted the de Gennes-Friedel function described in ref. [@b46] to our *ρ*(*B*) data and results of these fits are presented in [Supplementary Material](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
------------------------------

Oscillations of the resistance in changing magnetic fields, i.e. Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) effect is a powerful experimental tool for investigations of topological insulators[@b7] and Dirac semimetals[@b47]. In the latter case surface Fermi arcs connected by trajectories crossing bulk of the sample may form closed orbits resulting in quantum oscillations. In the case of HoPdBi, SdH oscillations could be traced down to a field \~6 T and up to temperature of 7 K. Clear periodic fluctuation of the resistivity as a function of 1/*B* is observed after background removal ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) results presented in the inset of [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, show a broad peak with maximum at *F*~FFT1~ = 87 T and a shoulder near *F*~FFT2~ = 147 T. We fitted experimental data with a superposition of two Lifshitz-Kosevich expressions[@b48] (represented by red line in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), each corresponding to a single cross-section of Fermi surface. The obtained fit parameters and the resulting physical quantities for *T* = 2.5 K are listed in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. The frequencies estimated from the fit, *F*~1~ = 78.5 T and *F*~2~ = 143.9 T, coincide well with those extracted from the FFT spectrum. *F*~1~ is in a perfect agreement with the frequency value reported by Nikitin *et al.*[@b4], however, they did not observe the second frequency. It is worth noting that the amplitude of SdH oscillations observed by us at *B* ≈ 9 T and at *T* = 2.5 K is one order of magnitude larger than the amplitude of oscillations found in ref. [@b4] at much lower temperatures (≤0.6 K).

For both oscillatory components a phase factor, *γ*, is not zero but 0.65 and 0.38 for *F*~1~ and *F*~2~, respectively. Non-zero phase factor indicates that the system may hosts Dirac fermions. Moreover, for 3D Dirac-like carriers *γ* = 1/2 ± 1/8 (+ sign for holes and − sign for electron carriers)[@b49], unlike 2D Dirac fermions having *γ* = 1/2. Hall efect measurements indicated that in HoPdBi current carriers are holes[@b4], so in this case *γ* should be 1/2 + 1/8 = 0.625. The obtained value *γ* = 0.65 is very close to theoretical one, thereby we may suppose that HoPdBi hosts 3D Dirac fermions. Fermi wave vectors, *k*~F ~, calculated from the Onsager relation, , are 4.8 × 10^6^ and 6.6 × 10^6^ cm^−1^ for *F*~1~ and *F*~2~, respectively. They correspond to the carrier density equal to 3.7 × 10^18^ and 9.8 × 10^18^ cm^−3^, respectively. Sum of these two densities (1.35 × 10^19^ cm^−3^) is practically identical to the carrier concentration *n*~H~ ≈ 1.3 × 10^19^ cm^−3^ determined by Hall effect measurements[@b4]. If one assumes that the SdH oscillations originate from spin-nondegenerate surface states, 2D carrier densities following from *F*~1~ and *F*~2~ are both of the order of 10^12^ cm^−2^. Another parameter of interest is cyclotron mass, *m*~*c*~, which can be obtained from the temperature dependence of amplitudes of SdH oscillations. Carriers that enclose smaller orbits have *m*~*c*~ = 0.44 *m*~e~ (*m*~e~ is the free electron mass), and this value is consistent with that reported for HoPdBi by Nikitin *et al.*[@b4]. Cyclotron mass corresponding to the second frequency is smaller and equals 0.28*m*~*e*~. Both masses are similar to those determined for other rare-earth-containing half-Heusler phases[@b22][@b25][@b29][@b50][@b51]. Once *m*~*c*~ is known, the so-called Dingle plot can be used to determine the Dingle temperature, *T*~*D*~, from which the lifetime *τ* = *ħ*/2*πk*~B~*T*~*D*~ and the carrier mobility *μ* = *eτ*/*m*~*c*~ can be calculated. The values derived for HoPdBi, together with the Fermi velocity *v*~F~ = *ħk*~F~/*m*~*c*~, the Fermi energy and the mean-free path *l* = *v*~F~*τ* are collected in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.

The observation of SdH oscillations with two different frequencies hints at rather complex Fermi surface. The complexity may originate from the topologically semimetallic nature of HoPdBi. Any Dirac semimetal can be viewed as two copies of Weyl semimetals with opposite chiralities, and thus two sets of surface arcs. When magnetic field is weak, these two Fermi arcs are bound together through the bulk and oscillations with a single period arise. With magnetic field increasing, link between two surface arcs are broken and separate orbits on each surface appear, generating quantum oscillations with different period. Crossover from one set of orbits to another one may occur as a reentrant behavior of SdH oscillations or interference between two oscillations[@b47]. To check whether this concept works for HoPdBi, SdH measurements in high magnetic fields are necessary.

Conclusions
===========

Our examination of electronic transport, magnetic and thermal properties of flux-grown HoPdBi single crystals clearly shows the coexistence of antiferromagnetic and superconducting phases. We confirmed that HoPdBi orders antiferromagnetically at *T*~N~ = 1.9 K and that the magnetic structure is characterized by the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) propagation vector. Further magnetotransport studies at temperatures below *T*~N~ in comparison with our data collected at *T* ≥ 2.5 K would be necessary to reveal how the magnetic ordering influences topological properties of HoPdBi.

Our and previously published studies demonstrate very similar, sample independent, antiferromagnetic characteristics of HoPdBi[@b3][@b4]. Our extended specific heat analysis shows that two features, one near 15 K and another below 0.6 K, which can be attributed to CEF and nuclear Schottky effect, respectively.

Most remarkably, the temperature dependence of the specific heat does not reveal any anomaly near *T*~c~ = 0.7 K, the onset of SC state, clearly indicated by both the electrical resistivity and the AC magnetic susceptibility results. Lack of specific heat anomaly at *T*~c~ may be a consequence of the surface nature of superconductivity, intrinsic or induced by very weak magnetic fields (even by residual fields of superconducting magnets, being of order of 0.1 mT). Discrepancies in results of numerous studies of SC in half-Heusler phases (not only HoPdBi, but also ErPdBi, LuPdBi and others)[@b1][@b24][@b25][@b29] could be explained if the superconducting phase was easily destroyed in the bulk by such weak fields, but survived on the surface, possibly due to topological nature of surface conducting channel. In order to prove this conjecture, very careful measurements at meticulously controled low magnetic fields are necessary. Electronic state of half-Heusler phases is very sensitive to small, undetectable by standard methods, deviations of stoichiometry, as indicated by diverse temperature dependencies of the resistivity in different samples of nominally the same compound - this should also significantly influence characteristics of superconducting state.

We observed WAL effect causing positive *MR* in weak fields and strong, negative *MR* at higher fields, which seems to be due to the reduction of spin-disorder scattering. SdH oscillations with two frequencies and non-zero Berry phase suggest a topologically non-trivial nature of HoPdBi. The latter conjecture, however, requires verification by direct probes such as ARPES measurements.

Methods
=======

Material preparation
--------------------

The single crystals were grown from Bi flux with the starting composition Ho:Pd:Bi = 1:1:15 (atomic ratio). First, a polycrystalline ingot of HoPdBi was prepared by arc-melting almost equiatomic composition (with small excess of bismuth to compensate for loses by evaporation). Then the ingot was crushed and mixed with Bi grains. The charge was put in an alumina crucible and sealed inside an evacuated quartz ampule. The ampule was heated slowly to 1100 °C and kept for 24 hours, than slowly cooled down to 900 °C at 1 °C/hour and kept for 12 hours. The same cooling rate was down to 550 °C and the quartz tube was taken out from the furnace at this temperature. The excess of Bi flux was removed by centrifugation. Grown single crystals had shapes of cubes with dimensions up to 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^.

Material characterization
-------------------------

Composition of the HoPdBi single crystals was studied on a FEI scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an EDAX Genesis XM4 energy-disspersive spectrometer (EDS). Specimens were glued to a SEM stub using carbon tape. EDS spectrum and SEM image are presented in [Supplementary Materials](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The crystals were found homogeneous and free of foreign phases. Crystal structure was examined by x-ray powder diffraction carried out on powdered single crystals, using an X'pert Pro PANanalytical diffractometer with Cu-K*α* radiation. Obtained diffractogram is shown in [Supplementary Materials](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Lattice parameter 6.613 Å and space group *F*3 *m* were determined, in a perfect agreement with previously reported data[@b52].

Physical measurements
---------------------

DC magnetization and AC magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in the temperature interval 0.5--6 K and in a wide range of magnetic fields using a MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design) equipped with ^3^He refrigerator (iHelium3).

For the electrical transport measurements, bar shaped specimens were cut from single crystals and then polished. A standard four-probe method was used for resistivity measurements. Electrical leads were made from 50 *μ*m thick silver wires attached to the sample with dimensions 0.1 × 0.4 × 1.1 mm^3^ by spot welding and mechanically strengthened with silver paste. Experiments were performed in the temperature range 0.5--300 K and in the magnetic fields up to 9 T using a PPMS platform (Quantum Design) with a ^3^He refrigerator.

The specific heat experiments were carried out by relaxation method on a 2.2 mg single crystal, within the temperature range 0.4--300 K, also employing the PPMS platform.

For the neutron diffraction experiment a high-quality single crystal with an approximate volume of 27 mm^3^ was selected. Measurements were carried out on VIP, a two-axis neutron diffractometer at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin, CEA-Saclay[@b53], using a neutron wavelength of 0.84 Å. Data were collected at two temperatures: 1.6 and 6 K.
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![(**a**) Temperature dependence of AC magnetic susceptibility, solid lines are guides for eye. (**b**) DC magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measured at magnetic field *B* = 7 mT, arrow indicates the Néel temperature. Inset: DC magnetization versus magnetic field recorded at *T* = 1.75 K, in increasing (open black squares) and decreasing (full blue diamonds) field.](srep18797-f2){#f2}

![(**a**) Temperature variation of specific heat; inset: data collected at low temperatures and in applied magnetic fields. (**b**) Magnetic component of specific heat. CEF contribution, fitted with Schottky function (Eq. [1](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), is shown as a blue line. Inset shows the sequence of CEF levels resulting from that fit.](srep18797-f3){#f3}

![The (7/2, *k, l*) differential (magnetic) neutron diffraction map on HoPdBi obtained by subtraction of the intensities collected at *T* = 6 K from those collected at *T* = 1.6 K.](srep18797-f4){#f4}

![(**a**) Magnetoresistance versus applied magnetic field at temperatures between *T* = 2.5 K and 300 K. (**b**) Low-field dependence of magnetoconductivity at 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 K. Solid lines show the fits with the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka function (Eq. [2](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Inset: temperature dependence of phase coherence lenght obtained from these fits.](srep18797-f5){#f5}

![Oscillatory component of the resistance at *T* = 2.5 K.\
Solid red line shows the fit with the modified Lifshitz-Kosevich expression (see text). Inset: the fast Fourier transform spectra comprising a broad peak with a shoulder. Black arrows indicate two oscillatory frequencies.](srep18797-f6){#f6}

###### Parameters derived from the analysis of SdH oscillations.

  *F*~*i*(=1,2)~ (T)    *n*~3*D*~ (cm^−3^)   *m*~*c*~ (*m*~e~)   *k*~*F*~ (cm^−1^)   *T*~*D*~ (K)      *τ* (s)       *V*~*F*~ (m/s)   *E*~*F*~ (meV)   *l* (nm)   *μ* (cm^2^V^−1^s^−1^)
  -------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------- -----------------------
  78.5                     3.7 × 10^18^            0.44             4.8 × 10^6^          9.7        1.25 × 10^−13^    1.26 × 10^5^         39.9           16               501
  143.9                    9.8 × 10^18^            0.28             6.6 × 10^6^          28.2       4.31 × 10^−14^    2.73 × 10^5^         119            12               271
